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.Romanian stun Italian Azzurri Italy will be
wondering what went wrong after a largely

disappointing performance against Romania, the
worst of the group stage games and the first in
which they conceded more than one goal in a

match. The visitors struggled to dominate large
tracts of the field, especially in the first half, when

the game in Rome failed to build to any great
degree, and they had to survive a scare in the

second half from a shot from Radu Baicu. It was
the same old story for Italy as they lost the first
match they have played in the World Cup with a

2-1 defeat at the hands of Ukraine, and they were
missing their entire first choice central midfield
trio of Domenico Criscito, Daniele De Rossi and

Sulley Muntari, who have all been ruled out of the
tournament after tests on cramp. Starting in the
absence of their three leading stars the Azzurri

looked at a loss when they fell behind in the first
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five minutes. Francesco Totti took advantage of
poor Italian defending to score the opener and

Calciomercato suggests that the Azzurri may have
been fazed by the prospect of reaching the last 16

in their first World Cup. Romania played the
European Championship Qualifying game just

three days ago and will have been full of nervous
energy by the time they went out to face the

World Cup newcomers. The hosts were
industrious, but not necessarily at any one thing,

and they picked Roma’s Radu Baicu up in the
second half when the Azzurri were a bit lost, and
at 6’4’’ he made ground on the Italian left and

forced a save from Buffon. Italy looked like a side
that had no idea what they were doing in the

early going, and the introduction of Marco Botta
had no effect on the flow of the game. There

seemed little pattern to the team’s play. Their
only consistent source of invention was the right-
sided Forlan who had the Azzurri wobbling on the

counter attack, and the winner was a result of sub-
standard defending. Italy are in real trouble now.
The Azzurri were all over the place and Romania
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looked the side that deserved to be in the next
round. Italy’s departure from a tournament

without a single winner is the second time in three
competitions that they have failed e79caf774b
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am trying to use jQuery to get certain inputs and use ajax to submit them. I have And I
have $('.m-wrap').each(function(){ var d = $(this).val(); $.ajax({ type: "post", url:

"test.php", data: "text" + d, success: function(data){ alert(data); } }); }); When I run
that my alerts come in like this: ["xx","text1","","xx",""] Obviously I can't do something

like 'xx'+data.text1 to get the value. I'm not sure why the elements are being added, if I
can put what I have above into a demo would that be helpful? A: When you have

concatenated strings like this: var
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